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Abstract--Instead of using the plain frequency of audit 
data, this paper presents several novel cross frequency 
weights to model user and program behaviors for anomaly 
detection. The frequency weights are plain Term 
Frequency (TF) and various term frequency-inverse 
document frequency (tfidf) defined as Ltfidf, Mtfidf and 
LOGtfidf respectively. Nearest Neighbor (NN) and K-NN 
methods with Euclidean and Cosine distance measures as 
well as Chi-square test method based on these frequency 
weights are used for anomaly detection. Extensive 
experiments are performed based on command data from 
Schonlau et al. and the results show that the LOGtfidf 
weight gives better detection performance compared with 
plain frequency and other types of weights, and Eculidean 
distance gives better detection performance compared with 
Cosine distance measure while the Chi-square test 
consistently returns the worst results. By using the 
LOGtfidf weight, the simple NN method achieves the better 
masquerade detection results than the other 7 methods in 
literature. The LOGtifidf weight improves the detection 
results with 27.9% than plain TF and improves with 30.8% 
than Ltfidf based on the NN method. The sendmail system 
call data from University of New Mexico (UNM) are used 
as well and the results also demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the LOGtfidf weight for detection of anomalous 
program behavior. 

Keywords--Intrusion detection; masquerade detection; 
distance measures, k-nearest nearest neighbor; chi-square 

1. Introduction 

Intrusion detection is an important technique in the 
defense-in-depth network security framework and has 
become a widely studied topic in computer security in 
recent years [1]. In general, the techniques for intrusion 
detection fall into two major categories depending on the 
modeling methods used: signature-based detection and 
anomaly detection. Anomaly detection has been an active 

research area because of its capability of detecting new 
attacks [2]. In most computing environments, the behavior 
of a subject (e.g. a program, a user or a network element, 
etc.) is observed and analyzed via the available computer 
audit data [1]. It is always a big challenge to extract 
important and suitable features that best characterize 
behavioral patterns of a subject so that abnormality can be 
clearly distinguished from normal activities. 

Most previous work in anomaly detection considered 
two probabilistic attributes of activities in computer 
systems and networks, namely, the transition attributes and 
the frequency attributes of the audit data. One can also call 
these two attributes as dynamic models and static models 
[3] or time series and non-time series [4]. In 1996, Forrest 
et al. [5] introduced an anomaly detection method called 
stide (Sequence TIme-Delay Embedding) by using a fixed 
length of system calls invoked by active and privileged 
processes. Profiles of normal program behavior were built 
by enumerating all fixed length of distinct and contiguous 
system calls that occur in the training data sets and 
unmatched sequences in actual detection are considered 
anomalous. This method can be considered as using the 
transition information contained in the audit data and was 
also called as methods. In subsequent research, most 
research in detecting anomalous program behavior has 
used fixed length sequences of system calls as observable 
(n-gram). For example, Lee et al. [6] used data mining 
approach to study a sample of system call data and 
characterize the sequences contained in normal data by a 
small set of rules. The sequences violating those rules were 
then treated as anomalies. Warrender et al. [7] proposed a 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based method for 
modeling and evaluating invisible events. This method was 
further studied by many other researchers [3, 8-9]. Lee et 
al. [1] used information-theoretic measures for anomaly 
detection. Masquerade detection is as important as 
anomalous program behavior detection. Masquerades are 
people who impersonate other people on the computer [10] 
and relatively difficult to be detected. Schonlau et al. 
[10-11] attempted to detect masquerades by building 
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normal user behavioral models using truncated command 
sequences. Experiments with six masquerade detection 
techniques [10-11]: Bayes one-step Markov, Hybrid 
multi-step Markov, IPAM, Sequence-Match, Compression 
and Uniqueness, were performed and compared. The first 
five methods are mainly based on the transition 
information of user command data. 

The frequency attributes of audit data have also been 
widely used for intrusion detection. Liao and Vemuri [12] 
developed an intrusion detection method by using the text 
categorization techniques based on the frequency attributes 
of system calls. In subsequence research, Hu et al. [13] 
applied robust Support Vector Machines (SVM) for 
intrusion detection based on the frequency attributes of 
system call data. Zhang et al. [14] modified the 
conventional SVM, Robust SVM and one-class SVM 
respectively for intrusion detection also based on the 
frequency property of system call data. Chen et al. [15] 
developed Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and SVM 
based methods for detecting potential system intrusions by 
the frequency property of system call data. Yeung et al. [3] 
used information measure for detecting anomalous user 
and program behavior based on the frequency attributes of 
computer audit data. In our previous work, we employed 
various data reduction techniques, e.g., Non-negative 
Matrix Factorization (NMF) [16], Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) [17-18] and Self Organizing Maps (SOM) 
[19], to reduce high dimensional data for intrusion 
detection with high efficiency and low use of system 
resources. These techniques are also based on the 
frequency attributes of computer audit data. 

In general, intrusion detection methods based on the 
transition information model temporal variation of the 
audit data. The intrusion detection methods using the 
frequency information, on the other hand, convert the 
temporal sequences into some non-temporal representation 
typically in the form of multidimensional feature vectors 
with no time dimension. Our previous work [19] is 
consistent with Ye's work [20] and indicates that 
considering the transition information of audit data can 
improve detection accuracy but have to sacrifice some 
real-time performance compared to using the frequency 
information. In practice, audit data in intrusion detection 
problem is typically very large. For example, in colleting 
system calls of sendmail on a host machine, only 112 
messages produced a combined trace with the length of 
over 1.5 million system calls [5]. Fast processing of 
massive audit data in real-time is therefore essential for a 
practical Intrusion Detection System (IDS) so that actions 
for response can be taken as soon as possible. However, 
intrusion detection methods considering the transition 
information of audit data usually require much time to 

train the models and to detect intrusions by processing a 
large amount of data. For example, it took Hidden Markov 
Models (HMM) approximately two months to train an 
anomaly detection model with a large data set [7]. This is 
clearly not adequate for real-time intrusion detection. On 
the other hand, intrusion detection methods only taking 
account of frequency information usually cannot achieve 
good detection accuracy [19-20]. In this paper, we propose 
a novel intrusion detection method by using frequency 
weights that not only consider the frequency information 
of events in each sequence of audit data, but also consider 
the distribution of the event in the whole data. We may call 
this kind of data preprocessing as considering cross 
frequency information of audit data. The weights are 
originally from information retrieval and text mining and 
were known as tfidf (term frequency - inverse document 
frequency). These weights almost do not increase the 
computation expense and are thus suitable for real-time 
detection. Plain Term Frequency (TF) and various 
frequency weights defined as Ltfidf, Mtfidf and LOGtfidf 
are used in this paper for feature transformation. Several 
distance measures, namely, Nearest Neighbor (NN) and 
K-NN with Euclidean distance and with Cosine distance as 
well as Chi-square test are used for masquerades detection 
based on the four weight schemes. Extensive experiments 
are based on user command data from Schonlau [10-11] 
and results show that based on the LOGtfidf frequency 
weight of audit data, even simple NN method can achieve 
the better masquerade detection results than the other 6 
methods in [10-11] and also than our previous results 
using NMF [16]. The LOGtifidf weight improves the 
detection results with 27.9% than plain frequency TF and 
improves with 30.8% than Ltfidf based on the same NN 
method. Sendmail system call data from University of 
New Mexico (UNM) are used as well for further validating 
the LOGtfidf weights and the results also demonstrate its 
effectiveness for detection of anomalous program 
behavior. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next 
section describes the frequency weights and the distance 
measures for anomaly intrusion detection. Experiments are 
described and the results are summarized and discussed in 
Section 3. Concluding remarks follow in Section 4. 

2. Distance measures for anomaly intrusion 
detection 

2.1. Feature transformation with various frequency 
weight schemes 

Feature transformation is usually the first step for 
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anomaly detection. To facilitate comparison, we used 
various frequency weight schemes for feature 
transformation. The first one is the plain frequency of 
events in audit data and we call it as term frequency (TF).  
We call the second scheme as Ltfidf (Liao's term frequency 
- inverse document frequency) as it was first used by Liao 
and Vemuri [12]. The other two schemes have never been 
used for intrusion detection by now and we called them as 
Mtfidf (Mean tfidf) and LOGtfidf (LOG tfidf), respectively. 
These four frequency weight schemes are described below 
and the notation and terminology used in this paper are 
listed in Tab. 1. 

 
Table 1. The notation and terminology 
 

N Total number of sequences in the observation data 
set 

M Total number of distinct events in the observation 
data set 

fij Frequency of event i in sequence j 
ni Number of times that event i appears in the 

observation data set. 
si Number of sequences containing event i 
X Test sequence 
T Training sequences in the observation data set 

2.1.1. Plain Term Frequency (TF) 

Plain Term frequency (TF) may itself be used as the 
basis for feature selection for intrusion detection. Nearly 
all the current frequency based intrusion detection methods 
used this kind of measures for feature transformation 
[12-20]. It can be defined as  

 ijij ftf =                   (1)  

2.1.2. Ltfidf (Liao's term frequency - inverse 
document frequency) 

Liao and Vemuri [12] first used this kind of measure 
for intrusion detection based on system call data. In 
subsequent research, Zhang and Shen [14] and Chen et al. 
[15] also used the same measure for intrusion detection 
based on system call data. It is defined as 
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2.1.3. Mtfidf (Mean term frequency - inverse 
document frequency) 

The Mtfidf has been widely used in information 
retrieval and text mining [21] and we propose to use this 
scheme for intrusion detection in this paper. It is defined as 
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2.1.4. LOGtfidf (LOG term frequency - inverse 
document frequency) 

LOGtfidf is a revised scheme for feature 
transformation. The logarithm of the tf is to amend 
unfavorable linearity. It is defined as 
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2.2. Distance measures for anomaly intrusion 
detection 

2.2.1. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)  

K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is a method for 
classifying objects based on closest training examples in 
the feature space. It is simple but has been demonstrated 
effective for many classification tasks [22]. For a given k, 
KNN ranks the neighbors of a test vector X among the 
training sample, and uses the class labels of the k most 
nearest neighbors to predict the class of the test vector.  
Euclidean distance and Cosine distance are usually used 
for measuring the similarity between two vectors. The 
Euclidean distance measure and cosine distance measure 
are respectively defined as follows: 
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where xi is the i-th variable in the test vector X; Tj is the 
sequence j in the training data set and ijt is the i-th 
variable in sequences Tj. 

In anomaly detection, each sequence of the 
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observation data set is first transformed into a data vector 
respectively based on the plain TF or various cross 
frequency weight schemes defined in Equations (1-4). 
Suppose there are M distinct events in total in the 
observation data set, each sequence can then be expressed 
as a vector with M dimensions. The distance between a 
new test vector X and each vector in the training data set is 
calculated by using Euclidean distance and Cosine 
distance defined in Equation (5-6). The distance scores are 
sorted and the k nearest neighbors are chosen to determine 
whether the test vector is normal or not. In anomaly 
detection, we average the k closest distance scores as the 
anomaly index. If the anomaly index of a test sequence 
vector is above a threshold ε, the test sequence is then 
classified as abnormal. Otherwise it is considered as 
normal.  

2.2.2. Nearest Neighbor (NN) 

Nearest Neighbor (NN) is a slight modification of k 
Nearest Neighbor (KNN) presented in previous Section 
2.2.1., when k=1. NN is simpler than KNN but usually is 
as effective as KNN for some classification tasks. 
Similarly, the closest distance between a test vector X and 
each vector in the training set is found and used as 
anomaly index for anomaly detection. The test vector is 
classified as abnormal if its anomaly index is above a 
pre-defined threshold ε.   

2.2.3. Chi-square test 

Chi-square distance test (also called as X2 test) is a 
multivariate statistical technique. For a given test vector X, 
the X2 test statistic is given by the equation: 

∑
=

−
=

M

i i

ii

t
txX

1

2
2 )(                (7) 

Where xi is the i-th variable in the test vector X and it is 
the averaged i-th variable of all the training vectors. The 
distance of a test vector X from the center of the normal 
data population can be measured by X2 test and are 
considered as anomaly index for the test vector. When the 
M variables are independent and M is large (e.g., greater 
than 30), the X2 statistic follows approximately a normal 
distribution according to the central limit theorem [20, 23].  
We compute the mean and standard deviation of the X2 
population as 2X  and 2Xσ  and set a threshold based 

on a zone of some combinations of 2X  and 2Xσ , e.g., 

],[ 22
22

XX XX ασασ −− , where α is a variable 

parameter. For a test sequence X, if its anomaly index is 
outside of the zone, it is then classified as abnormal. 

3. Experiments 

3.1. Masquerade detection by profiling user behavior 
based on command data 

3.1.1. Data set 

The command data sets collected by Schonlau et al. 
[10-11] are used in our experiments for masquerade 
detection. The command data consists of user names and 
the associated command sequences (without arguments).  
50 users are included with 15000 consecutive commands 
for each user, divided into 150 blocks of 100 commands.  
The first 50 blocks are uncontaminated and used as 
training data. Starting at block 51 and onward, some 
masquerading command blocks, randomly drawn from 
outside of the 50 users, are inserted into the command 
sequences of the 50 users. The goal is to correctly detect 
the masquerading blocks in the user community. The data 
used in the experiments are available for downloading at 
http://www.schonlau.net/intrusion.html. 

3.1.2. Experiment results 

In the experiments, we first convert each block of 
data into a feature vector based on the four weights. NN, 
KNN with Euclidean distance and Cosine distance as well 
as Chi-square test are then used respectively for 
masquerade detection. We use the same threshold for all 
the users for NN and KNN methods and use different 
thresholds for different users for Chi-square distance test 
based on the zone defined in Section 2.2.3. There is no 
updating during the training and detection steps in our 
experiments. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 
curves are used to evaluate the masquerade detection 
performance based on different distances with various 
frequency weights. The ROC curve is the plot of Detection 
Rates (DR), calculated as the percentage of masquerades 
detected, against False Alarm Rates (FAR), calculated as 
the percentage of normal blocks falsely classified as 
masquerades. There is a tradeoff between the DR and FAR 
and the ROC curve is obtained by setting different 
thresholds. Points nearer to the upper left corner of the 
ROC curve are the most desirable, as they indicate high 
DR with correspondingly low FAR. 
    For evaluating the performance of different weights, 
we plot ROC curves of the results shown in Fig.1 base on 
NN method by using Euclidean distance measure with four 
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weights. It is easily observed from the figure that LOGtfidf 
and Mtfidf are much better than TF and Ltfidf in terms of 
detection accuracy. In details, LOGtfidf is better than 
Mtfidf and TF is better than Ltfidf. We also plot the ROC 
curves based on the results of KNN (k=10) method by 
using Cosine distance measure with four weights in Fig. 2 
and the results are consistent with those of Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. ROC curves for the NN method by using Euclidean 
distance with four different frequency weights. 
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Fig. 2. ROC curves for the KNN method (k=10) by using 
Cosine distance measure with four different frequency 
weights. 

 
    For comparing the detection performance of different 
distance measures, we also plot ROC curves shown in Fig. 
3 for the five distance measures using the LOGtfidf as it 
has been demonstrated as the most effective weight. 
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Fig. 3. ROC curves for different distance measures using 
the LOGtfidf weight. 
 

From Fig. 3, it is observed that the NN and KNN 
methods outperform Chi-square test method for 
masquerade detection. The Euclidean distances are a little 
better than Cosine distance in terms of detection accuracy.  
Fig. 3 also indicates that the simple NN method with 
Euclidean distance measure can give a good performance 
for the detection. 

Based on the same data set, Schonlau et al. [10-11] 
has used Bayes one-step Markov, Hybrid multi-step 
Markov, IPAM, Sequence-Match, Compression and 
Uniqueness for masquerade detection. We have also used 
NMF for masquerade detection based on the plain TF 
weight of the same data [16]. Fig. 4 and Tab. 2 show the 
results for the NN method with Euclidean distance by 
using the LOGtfidf weight along with the results from 
another 7 methods in [10-11, 16]. It is observed that based 
on the LOGtfidf weight, even the simple NN method 
achieves the best results among the other 7 methods. By 
using the same NN method, the LOGtifidf weight improves 
the detection results with 27.9% than plain frequency TF 
and improves with 30.8% than Ltfidf based on the same 
data set.  
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Table 2. The false alarm rate and missing alarm rate with 
comparison. 

 
Method False 

alarm (%) 
Missing 

alarm (%)
Compression 5.0 65.8 

Sequence-Match 3.7 63.2 
IPAM 2.7 58.9 

Hybrid multi-step Markov 3.2 50.7 
Bayes one-step Markov 6.7 30.7 

Uniqueness 1.4 60.6 
NMF 1.9 57.5 

ε=1.38 1.3 57.5 NN with 
LOGtfidf ε=0.67 6.6 30.0 

ε=0.60 1.3 79.7 NN with 
TF ε=0.35 6.7 56.7 

ε=1.30 6.6 58.4 NN with 
Ltfidf ε=1.88 1.3 83.1 
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Fig. 4. ROC curves for the NN method using the LOGtfidf 
weight along with the results from other 7 methods. 

3.2. Anomaly detection by profiling program 
behavior based on system call data 

3.2.1. Data set 

We used another data set to test the performance of 
the LOGtfidf weight with NN classifier as it has achieved 
good results on the command data for masquerade 
detection. The data set is sendmail system call sequences, 

collected in a UNIX-based host at UNM by Forrest et al. 
[5], since they were widely used for testing many other 
intrusion detection models. In the experiments, we used 
CERT synthetic sendmail data in which one sequence of 
normal data named "sendmail.int.gz" and 12 sequences of 
abnormal data including 4 syslog attacks and 2 
unsuccessful intrusions (sm5x and sm565a) are used for 
testing. The data sets are available at 
http://www.cs.unm.edu/immsec/, and the procedures of 
generating the data are also described on the same website.   

3.2.2. Experiment results 

There are 147 normal traces and 34 abnormal traces 
of system calls in total in the data set. Each trace of the 
data corresponds a single process. In the experiments, all 
the system calls associated to the same process is grouped 
together. We then used LOGtfidf weight to convert each 
process into a vector. Intrusion detection is to identify 
whether the vector is normal or anomalous. 45 normal 
processes are randomly selected for training and the other 
102 normal processes and 34 abnormal processes are used 
for testing. Fig. 5 shows the experiment results for the 
sendmail system call data based on NN method by using 
Euclidean distance with LOGtfidf weight.       
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Fig. 5. Testing results for the NN method by using 
Euclidean distance with LOGtfidf weight based on 
sendmail system call data. The y-axis represents the 
anomaly index and x-axis represents system call trace 
(process) number. The stars (*) in the gray shading 
indicate attacks and dots (•) with no shading stand for 
normal data. 
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From Fig.5, it is seen that the abnormal data can be 
100% distinguished from the normal data without any false 
alarms by using NN distance with LOGtfidf weight. This 
shows that the LOGtfidf have some robustness for anomaly 
intrusion detection. 

4. Concluding remarks  

Most current anomaly intrusion detection methods 
consider the transition or the frequency information of 
audit data. However, the methods considering the 
transition property of audit data needs high computational 
expense and this may not be suitable for real-time 
detection. The methods taking account of the frequency 
attributes of audit data have the capability of processing 
massive data for real-time detection but have to sacrifice 
some detection accuracy [18, 20] and this may reduce the 
effectiveness of an IDS. In this paper, we propose novel 
anomaly detection methods based on several frequency 
weights, e.g., the LOGtfidf and Mtfidf weights, which not 
only consider the frequency of each event in its sequence, 
but also takes account of how important the event is to the 
whole data set. The importance increases proportionally to 
the number of times an event appears in a sequence but is 
offset by the frequency of the event in the whole data set. 
For example, if an event appears in a sequence with a high 
frequency but seldom appears in the whole data, the 
LOGtfidf and Mtfidf score of the event become bigger and 
this helps a lot for detection of abnormal sequence of audit 
data. As these kinds of weight consider the frequencies of 
each event in its sequence and also in the whole data set, 
we may call these weights as cross frequency weights. 
Using the cross frequency weights are essentially more 
effective than only using the plain frequency attributes of 
audit data for anomaly intrusion. In addition, the 
computation cost of the cross frequency weights is almost 
as the same as the computation expense of the frequency 
and is low overhead. In this way, by using the cross 
frequency weights, the detection accuracy can improve a 
lot while the computation expense almost does not 
increase so that an effective IDS can be developed for 
real-time detection. 

Plain TF weight and several novel cross frequency 
weights, namely, LOGtfidf, Mtfidf and Ltfidf are proposed 
for feature transformation and the Nearest Neighbor (NN) 
and KNN with Euclidean distance and Cosine distance as 
well as Chi-square test are employed for anomaly intrusion 
detection. Command data from Schonlau et al. [10-11] are 
used for validating the weights and the different distance 
measures. Experiment results show that the LOGtfidf and 
Mtfidf weight are better than plain term frequency (TF) 

and Ltfidf in terms of detection accuracy. For detection 
algorithms, the Euclidean distance measure is better than 
Cosine distance measure while Chi-square test consistently 
returns the worst results. Based on the LOGtfidf weight, 
even the simple NN method can achieve the better results 
than the other 7 methods in [10-11] and in [16]. The 
LOGtifidf weight improves the detection results with 
27.9% than plain TF and improves with 30.8% than Ltfidf 
based on the NN method. The sendmail system call data 
from UNM are used as well and results show that the 
simple NN method with LOGtfidf weight is also effective 
for detection of anomalous programs. 

Research in progress is on finding more effective 
weights for extracting valuable features of audit data to 
increase the detection accuracy. The ways how to combine 
the frequency attributes with the transition information of 
audit data to achieve lower false alarm and missing alarm 
rates are also being investigated.  
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